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SYNOPSIS
A mechanized stope-cleaning system has been developed around an armoured face conveyor, which was tested on
the surface and in two underground trials. In the second underground trial, an average face advance of 8,5 m per
month was obtained with a labour productivity of 27 ca/worker/month
on a two-shift blast cycle. Two new facecleaning systems have been built, each incorporating an armoured face conveyor, a loading plough, a collapsible
self-advancing barricade, and an integral roof-support system. These are about to be tested.
A new type of reciprocating flight conveyor is being developed for stope use. This is cheaper, lighter, and more
compact, and exhibits better wear characteristics, than an armoured face conveyor. In the early stages of the trials,
this conveyor frequently achieved a single-shift blast cycle. It should be possible to achieve face advances of up to
40 cl/worker/month
with a consistent one-shift blast cycle. The use of drill rigs and a self-advancing roof-support
system would improve the productivity to over 50 ca/worker/month.
SAMEVATTING
wat
Daar is 'n gemeganiseerde afbouplekskoonmaakstelsel
ontwikkel om 'n gepantserde frontvervoerband
bogronds en in twee ondergrondse proewe getoets is. In die tweede ondergrondse proef is 'n gemiddelde frontvordering van 8,5 m per maand verkry met 'n aarbeidsproduktiwiteit
van 27 ca/werker/maand
met 'n tweeskof'n
skietsiklus. Daar is twee nuwe frontskoonmaakstelsels
gebou wat elkeen 'n gepantserde frontvervoerband,
laaiploeg, 'n voubare selfvorderende versperring, en 'n integrerende dakstutstelsel insluit. Hulle sal weldra getoets
word.
'n Nuwe soort heen-en-weer bewegende vlugvervoerband word vir gebruik in afbouplekke ontwikkel. Dit is
goedkoper, ligter en meer kompak en vertoon beter slyteienskappe as 'n gepantserde frontvervoerband.
Hierdie
vervoerband het in die vroee stadiums van die proewe dikwels 'n enkelskofskietsiklus bereik. Frontvordering van
tot 40 Cl/werker/maand
behoort moontlik te wees met 'n konstante enkelskofskietsiklus. Die gebruik van boortorings en 'n selfvorderende dakstutstelsel sal die produktiwiteit tot meer as 50 ca/werker/maand verbeter.

INTRODUCTION
It has long been recognized that
the gold-mining industry in South
Africa is highly labour-intensive.
This labour intensity is most noticeable in the stoping operation, which,
of all the areas of activity in a gold
mine, has perhaps remained technically the most static. Apart from
the introduction
of the scraper and
the compressed-air
drill and its
associated
air leg, little has been
done to improve the output of the
men in the stope through mechanization.
It was thought that the use of a
conveyor in the stope to effect the
face cleaning within the first two
hours of the shift might enable a
blast to be achieved
each shift.
This conveyor could form the centre
of a mechanized stope system that
might radically improve the productivity of the workers, the rates of
face advance, and the overall reliability of the cycle. In the long-term
the conveyor could incorporate
a
barricade to confine the blast, advancing rams to move it forwards, a
roof-support system incorporating the
use of hydraulic jacks, and a loading
means. In addition,
the conveyor
itself could form an excellent runway for a drill rig. It was believed
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that
such a rig could improve
drilling accuracy
and penetration
rates while making the operator's
job less arduous and less skilled.
It was believed that, if these features
were incorporated
into the stoping
operation, a mining method could be
developed that, while still based on
the use of explosives to break the
rock,
would
be a mechanical
operation in all other aspects.
DEVELOPMENT
OF
ARMOURED
FACE
CONVEYORS
In 1967 the problem was examined in terms of a 100 m-long
conveyor working two shifts a day
with a face advance of 30 m per
month. On the basis of costs in
1967, the system appeared feasible
if the life of the conveyor could be
made to exceed 100000 t.
Westfalia Liinen offered to supply
and develop a conveyor for this
application.
The conveyor was a
heavy-duty version of their standard
18 mm double-chain armoured face
conveyor as normally used in coal
mines. The chain was driven by
three 55 kW electric motors through
a transmission
consisting of fluid
couplings, shear heads that limited
the torque by means of shear pins,
and gear boxes that yielded chain
speeds of 0,2 m/s or 0,4 m/so
A series of three tests was con-
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ducted on the conveyor to determine
wear rates,
costs, and practical
advantages
in productivity.
The
conveyor
was first tested during
1967 on the surface at West Rand
Consolidated Mines Limited. These
tests, which were conducted at a

dip of 10 0, showed that the conveyor could carry loads of 200 t per
hour at a chain speed of 0,2 m/s, and
that it could be started under load.
The torque required to drive the
conveyor was small at no load,
increasing rapidly to a maximum
with a small load, and did not increase noticeably
with further increases in load. This was because
pieces of rock jammed between the
pans and the moving flights and
chains, so that the forces required
to move the chain were very large in
comparison with the weight of the
rock on the conveyor. The pieces
of rock jammed between the pans
and the flights and chains caused
heavy wear. The wear increased
very markedly along the length of
the conveyor
because more and
more fragments
became jammed
along the chain path, and because
the chain tension became greater
along the length of the conveyor.
Furthermore,
this wear occurred
almost regardless of the quantity of
rock on the conveyor, so that, to
obtain the maximum wear life, it
was clearly imperative
to run the
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conveyor only when it was adequately loaded.
The length of armoured conveyors in other applications
is usually
limited by the length that can be
started
under heavy load. When
highly abrasive quartzites are conveyed, the length of the conveyor is
limited by the fact that the wear
increases rapidly along its length.
It was estimated that a conveyor
40 m long would have an average life
of 40 000 t. Although this life was
less than half that initially visualized,
the shorter conveyor would cost very
much less so that this life was considered still to be feasible.
In 1968, underground trials of an
armoured conveyor 35 m long were
conducted at West Driefontein Gold
Mining
Company
Limited
in a
normal Carbon Leader stope dipping
"at 23°. It was found that it could
be started with ease under the heavy
load of rock blasted onto it, and
that it could be advanced towards
the face with relative ease, but that
it was very difficult to move lengthwise up-dip.
The conveyor
was
sufficiently robust to withstand
a
face blast even when it was located
against the face.
It was not quite possible to obtain
a mining <:ycle in a single shift. A
two-shift
mining cycle was used
with handloading
of the conveyor,
and an average
mining rate of
220 ca/month was obtained. It was
apparent that a very much greater
rate of advance could be achieved to
give a labour productivity
of 27
ca/worker/month,
provided that the
anchor station could be improved to
facilitate the advance of the conveyor, that loading of the conveyor
could be mechanized,
and that an
effective blast barricade
could be
devised.
The wear on the conveyor underground at West Driefontein
was
more severe than that on the surface
at West Rand Consolidated.
The
worst wear was in the form of deep
grooves in the sides of the pans
directly beneath the path of the
chains. The life of the pans was
estimated to be 24 000 t.
Because it seemed possible to
attain
a
productivity
of
27
ca/worker/month,
it was decided to
continue the trials of the conveyor
system, making changes that ap316
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peared to be necessary. The third
stage of the trials was conducted at
BIyvooruitzicht
Gold Mining Company Limited, since the flooding of
West Driefontein prevented the continuation
of trials at that mine.
Before the conveyor was installed at
BIyvooruitzicht,
a number of modifications were made to reduce wear
and to improve overall operation.
A new anchor station incorporating a large cylinder to pull the conveyor up-dip was installed at the
tail-end to assist in the advance of
the conveyor.
In addition,
the
bottom pan was enclosed because the
previous open type had allowed the
return run of flights to catch on the
footwalI. A loading plough similar
to a coal-mining plough was mounted
on a ramp on the face side of the
conveyor and driven by an electric
drive identical
to the conveyor
drives. A barricade system mounted
on props was incorporated
to confine the blast to the conveyor. The
flights and chain connectors
were
redesigned so that wear on the pans
would be reduced, and hydraulic
rams for advancing
the conveyor
replaced the pneumatic
type used
previously.
The conveyor was 40 m long and
worked a panel on breast on a
22 ° dip. It was usually positioned
0,6 m from the face before the blast,
and discharged
the rock into a
normal strike gully after the blast.
In the early stages of the trial,
much emphasis was placed on trying
to obtain one complete mining cycle
in a shift, and this was achieved on
ten occasions.
The typical times
taken for the sequence of operations
on these occasions are shown in
Table I.
TABLE
TYPICAL

TIMES

FOR

THE

I
SEQUENCE

OF

OPERATIONS

Watering-down and examination
Cleaning, sweeping, and moving
ofconveyor................
Barring and lashing.
.........
Marking and drilling of face. . . .
Chargingup..................
TOTAL

Hours
0,5
2,25
0,75
3,0
0,5
7,0

The cycle time was about the
same as the normal working period
in a shift so that relatively minor
delays resulted in the loss of a
shift. On many occasions, a complete
cycle in a shift was only just not

possible. It was therefore decided
to aim for a complete cycle in two
shifts, at the same time decreasing
the labour
complement
and increasing the advance to 90 cm per
blast.
The conveyor
was tested
for
7,5 months,
during
which time
2294 ca (6390 t) were mined. In the
5,5 months during which the doubleshift system was in operation, the
best labour productivity
was 33
ca/worker/month
and the average
was 27 ca/worker/month.
On average, only 10 blasts were obtained per month, so that, with more
reliable machinery,
it would be
possible to achieve greater
productivity.
The anchor station that was used
at BIyvooruitzicht
worked well but
caused a number of problems. It
was necessary
to blast a special
heading that could be cleaned only
by hand, and that had to be on
firm ground at some distance from a
gully. In addition, special arrangements had to be made for blast
barricades.
An alternative
form of anchor
could simply comprise a length of
chain connected to the back of the
conveyor and extending parallel to
the conveyor up-dip to an anchor
base staked by a number of hydraulic jacks. As the conveyor was
advanced,
the end of the chain
would describe an arc that would
prevent the conveyor from moving
down-dip.

WEAR PATTERNS
The pans of the conveyor were
weighed and measured before and
after each series of trials.
The
measurements
showed that wear on
a pan increased along the conveyor
at a rate greater than a rate proportional to the total tonnage moved
on that pan, that grooves formed
under the chain and chain connectors, and that the wear was a
function of the number of hoUl's
worked rather than of tonnes moved.
The tendency to form grooves under
the chain connectors was reduced in
the trial at BIyvooruitzicht
as the
result of re-design of the chain and
flight connectors.
In the tests at West Rand Consolidated, all the rock was loaded at
the t&il-end so that the total ton-
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nage moved across each pan was
the same. In spite of this, the wear
at the head-end was almost twice
that at the tail-end.
During the surface test at West
Rand Consolidated,
the conveyor
was kept well loaded, but during the
West Driefontein trial the load was
less. At Blyvooruitzicht,
the loading
was better because of the plough.
The wear per tonne was greatest at
West Driefontein and least at West
Rand Consolidated.
Measurements
of wear during the
three trials showed that the life of
such a conveyor pan, chain, and
sprockets could be about 25 000 t.
Elongation of the plough chain was
more rapid than that of the conveyor chain, but it is believed that
the plough chain will withstand
greater
total
elongation
and its
total life should be similar to that of
the conveyor chain.
On the basis of these results,
conveyors were commissioned from
Dowty-Meco Limited and Westfalia
Liinen
Gewerkschafteisenh
iitte
Westfalia in 1973, and the two complete 40 m-long conveyors are about
to be tested at Vaal Reefs Exploration
and
Mining
Company
Limited and Elsburg Gold Mining
Company Limited respectively. The
object of these trials is to examine
the wear rates on these conveyors
and to explore the potential labour
productivity.
The principal improvements in the
design of these machines as com-

pared with the Westfalia
conveyor are given below.
-

Liinen

Very compact hydraulic drives

that work at a very slow speed
are used. This is expected to increase reliability and to reduce
wear.
- The size of the chain and the ruggedness of the pans have been increased, while the flights and
connectors
have been specially
designed to reduce the tendency
of rocks to become trapped
underneath and to form grooves
in the deck plate.
- Areas that are known to wear
badly have been specially protected either by improvement of
the alignment or by use of better
materials.
- The barricade system has been
improved so that it is lowered by
gravity, raised hydraulically, and
advanced with the conveyor.
- The Dowty-Meco conveyor also
incorporates
a simple type of
self-advancing
chock that reduces the labour required
in
moving props.
It is expected that these modifi.
cations will bring the total life up
to at least 36 000 t, which is equival.
ent to 12000 ca mined, 300 m of
total face advance, or ten months of
continuous operation on double shift.
METHOD

OF OPERATION

Figs. 1 to 4 show the method of
operation
of the conveyor.
The
conveyor
is placed
as close as

possible to the face before the
blast and, after watering down is
complete,
it is started
and the
initial load of rock is run off. The
barricades
are then lowered, the
plough is operated to load the rock
onto the conveyor, and the pusher
rams are applied. The plough and
the
conveyor
are operated
alternately,
the plough to load the
rock onto the stationary
conveyor,
which is then operated to discharge
the rock into the gully. This cycle is
continued until the face is clean.
The spill plate is then lowered to
permit space for drilling and, as
the drilling proceeds, the spill plates
are raised, the props advanced, and
the barricade erected.
The
Dowty-Meco
conveyor
(Fig. 5) will be tested on an almost
flat site in a stope 1,0 m wide at
Vaal Reefs. The Westfalia Liinen
conveyor, shown in Figs. 1 to 4,
will be tested in a stope 1,2 to 1,5 m
wide at Elsburg. To assist the loading plough in its work and to eliminate the need for an anchor station,
this machine will be tested in a stope
mining up-dip at about 15°. This
arrangement
may provide a longterm solution
to problems
with
stope layouts for conveyors.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
IN CONVEYORS
The addition of a plough to the
face side of the conveyor, together
with a blast barricade, reduced the
cleaning problem and allowed sweep-

Fig. I-Westfalia

Liinen conveyor

in a stope

1,2 m wide before the blast
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Fig. 2-Westfalia

Liinen conveyor

after a blast of O,6~m advance

~

Fig. 3-Westfalia

Fig. 4-Westfalia
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these criteria, the whole
will have to be pulled
provide sufficient space.

conveyor
back to

RECIPROCATING
FLIGHT
CONVEYOR

Fig. 5-Dowty-Meco

conveyor

during surface assembly

ing to be kept up to date. It is
expected that still further improvements can be made in these areas,
but it is also possible to improve the
drilling. Previous attempts to mechanize stope drilling failed because
of a number of factors: one was the
lack of smooth runway, and another
the inadequacy
of the drilling
machines. The advent of the hydraulic rockdrill, with its fast drilling
rate and high torque, which make
it too powerful to be held by hand,
combined with the excellent runway
provided by the conveyor bed, now
make mechanized
drilling a real
possibility.
This could have direct
benefits in productivity
and drilling

and testing

speed. It will also improve
the
accuracy
of drilling,
which will
permit larger advances per blast.
A reduction in the skill and stamina
required of the drilling operators
and possible benefits in steel life
are further potential advantages.
A drill rig for this purpose has to
meet some very stringent
design
criteria if the potential benefits are
to be reaped. It must be easily
installed
and removed
from the
conveyor at the beginning and end
of drilling. It must either be short
enough to fit between
the spill
plate and the face, or have such a
low profile that it can extend back
over the spill plate. If it cannot meet
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During the last two years, a new
type of conveyor has been under
development in a collaborative project between Anderson Mavor (SA)
(Pty) Limited and the Chamber of
Mines. It is hoped that this conveyor
will eliminate some of the fundamental
problems
inherent
in an
armoured face conveyor.
Instead
of the
continuously
moving chains and flights of an
armoured face conveyor, it has only
one chain, which is reciprocated and
to which flights are hinged. The
flights can extend perpendicularly
to the chain to push the rock forward on the forward stroke, or
collapse substantially
parallel to the
chain on the return stroke, allowing
the rock to remain stationary.
The
hinging action occurs passively.
Fig. 6 demonstrates
the operation
of this conveyor, the upper drawing
showing the flights in their conveying position close to the completion
of the conveying stroke, and the
lower, the flights in the collapsed
position at the end of the return
stroke. The method of effecting this
reciprocation
is simply a pair of
cylinders, one at each end, that in
turn pull all the flights one way or
the other. From Fig. 6 it can be
seen that these drive cylinders are
conveniently
protected
from the
blast by their position behind the
conveyor and that their length is
reduced by the use of a two-to-one
reeving system to effect greater
length of conveying stroke.
The principal advantage
of this
type of conveyor from the operational standpoint is its extremely low
profile on the face side over its
entire length. Tests show that the
conveyor itself works satisfactorily
in terms of performance and robustness.
Underground tests were conducted
at Grootvlei Proprietary Mines Lim.
ited in a stope with a shale footwall.
On the shale, the conveyor can be
pushed under the blasted rock so
that the arrangement is self loading.
Fig. 7 shows the method of operation
of the conveyor on a shale footwall.
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of the reciprocating

flight conveyor

of rock after a 0,7 m blast onto the reciprocating
in a stope 0,9 m wide at Grootvlei
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In practice, the conveyor rides over
very little dirt indeed, and the
limitation on cleaning is the straightness of the face. It is expected that
it will not be quite as easy to advance
the conveyor when it is used in a
stope with a quartzite footwall. In
the third month of operation,
it
proved possible to achieve a oneshift blast cycle with 19 men.
Figs. 8 to 10 show the reciprocating-flight
conveyor in operation
at Grootvlei. Fig. 8 shows a typical
distribution
of the rock after a
blast, the conveyor being hidden
under rock on the left-hand side of
the picture. Fig. 9 shows the rear
side of the conveyor in the same
situation as that shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 10 shows the conveyor when the
cleaning is almost complete. Before
the drilling can begin, this conveyor
must
be pulled
back to allow
sufficient space for bulking of the
rock and for the drilling-machine
operators to work in.

COMPARISON
OF THE TWO
CONVEYORS
(i) Delivery capacity: Since no rock
is conveyed on the return stroke
of the reciprocating
conveyor,
it is necessary to increase the
chain speed to give the same
delivery rate. However, because
of its very low profile, it can
convey a very much deeper
layer of rock, so that the necessity to increase the chain speed
is reduced.
(ii) Power demand:
The driving
forces on fully loaded reciprocating conveyors are similar to
those on an armoured conveyor,
but, since the speed of the
chain is greater,
the power
demand is higher. The average
power demand can be reduced
by the use of a constant-horsepower hydraulic pump that will
give a slow pull away at full
load but that will speed up on
the return stroke and when the
load is reduced.
(iii) Cost: The drive mechanism of
the reciprocating
conveyor utilizes cylinders and pulleys at
each end in place of the hydraulic motors, gear boxes, and
sprockets of the armoured face
conveyor.
The drives should
therefore be cheaper. The mass

Stage

I-Immediately
and barricades

before blast-roof
supports
erected, pusher ram anchor
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2-lmmediately

after

blast

-

conveyor

in position behind conveyor
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lying on it

T
I
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Iow
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Fig. 9- The back of the reciprocating
the barricades

Fig. ID-A reciprocating
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flight conveyor

flight conveyor after a 0,7 m blast, showing
supporting
the rock

during the clearing

operation

at Grootvlei
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of the conveyor is about twothirds that of an armoured face
conveyor, so that the cost can
be expected to be in the same
proportion.
(iv) Ratio of force to load: With an
armoured
face conveyor,
the
force rises rapidly to a certain
level as the load increases, but
then it remains fairly comtant.
The forces in the reciprocating
conveyor are approximately proportional to the load of rock
being conveyed.
This implies
that the average rate of wear
could be much lowcr in the
reciprocating machine.
(v) Height: The height on the faceside of the reciprocating
conveyor is currently 40 mm. The
introduction
of some device to
aid advance over rough footwalls may require this to be
increased to 60 mm. This compares with a height of 300 mm
over most of the length of an
armoured face conveyor, and up
to 800 mm at the head and tail
frames.
(vi) Installation
time: On the reciprocating conveyor, much design work has been directed at
reducing the assembly time. It
is possible to bring into the
stope a complete pan with spill
plate as a pre-assembled
unit.
With good organization,
the
assembly of such a conveyor
should be possible within six
shifts. The assembly
time is
much greater for armoured face
conveyors because it is n"Jcessary
to assemble the pans successively while pulling the bottom
chain with the flights through
them.
LONGW ALL LAYOUT
A mine that breaks 200 000 t of
rock per month would require 50
conveyors, which implies the use of
two longwalls each 1000 m long.
The whole output of the mine would
then be concentrated
within
an
area of one square kilometre, which
could have benefits in terms of the
utilization of resources.
In the longwall situation, it would
be convenient
if a conveyor was
installed so that it would become
worn-out as it mined out the ground.
This could be effected by having two

longwalls initially
1000 m apart
moving towards each other. As the
longwalls
converged,
so
the
conveyors would be worn-out after
an advance of 500 m.

roof support will be tested with the
Dowty-Meco conveyor. If this proves
successful, it should be possible to
reduce the workers by a further 2
men to 13.
Table Il sets out an organizational chart for the stope labour
working with a 40 m conveyor
achieving an advance of 0,8 m per
blast in conjunction
with both
drilling rigs and a self-advancing
roof-support system.
Table III sets out potential labour
productivities
and rates of face
advance that are attainable
with
different advances per blast, labour
complements,
and numbers of lost
shifts.
These figures for face advance and
labour productivity
are all well in
excess of what is currently achieved,
even in good conditions on singleshift mining. Individual
mines in
exceptional
conditions
can sometimes
match
the lowest figures
given in Table Ill, but the average
of the industry is very much lower.

ULTIMA TE POTENTIAL
The
earlier
tests
with
the
armoured
face conveyor and the
recent results for the reciprocating
flight conveyor have shown that a
face advance of 0,6 m per shift is
feasible.
This has already
been
achieved
with 19 workers,
2 of
whom were assigned to fitters as
aids while modificatiom
were being
made to the relatively undeveloped
reciprocating flight conveyor. A realistic number
may therefore
be
17 men. The introduction
of singleoperator drilling machines may reduce this figure to 15, while the use
of drill rigs should make an advance
of 0,8 m feasible without
introducing inaccuracy
in the drilling
and blasting.
A simple type of self-advancing
TABLE

II

CHART

FOR

ORGANIZATIONAL

STOPE

LABOUR

Hours

2

4,

3

5

6

Team leader
Conveyor driver & conveyor maintenance
Winch driver

Advance roof support

Bell wire operator

Erect barricades

3
4,

I
i
5'

00
00

"

6

0
"<:

7

"
.~
"

8

b()
....

00

Operate
drill
rigs

Push
conveyor

forwards

00
0
..<:
p..
~

"

Pull
back

'0
U

0

9
Build

packs

10

Barring sweeping
transport

11
]2

13

Lower
barricades
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TABLE
POTENTIAL

PRODUCTIVITY

(40 m-long

!
Face

advance
shift

per

conveyor

Face

III
AND

working

RATE

OF

one shift

ADVANOE

per day)

advance per month

Workers
in the
face

Productivity

m
No shifts

m

No shifts

weck

17

0,6

I
I

15

15

12
I

13

0,8

15

19

0,8

17

0,8

15

0,8

20
I

I
i
I

12

I

16

16

i

32

46

37

42

33

47

37

53

42

61

49

I

I

I

16

I
I

I

40

I

16

20

28

I

I

20

13

I
I

20

35

I

I

0,6

One shift lost per
week

I

12

15

lost

I

I

0,6

per month

i

One shift lost per

lost

per worker
ca

I

I

--

Thus, conveyors
offer a realistic
method of mechanizing the stoping
operation,
and thereby
achieving
significant improvements
in labour
productivity
and face advance while
explosives are still being used for
rockbreaking.
Development
is being directed at
the simplification of conveyors. It is
expected that the conveyor operators
will be able to effect all the maintenance required by the reciprocating
conveyor, skilled artisans being required only for the electric motor and
hydraulic pump on the power pack.
CONCLUSION
Underground

tests

have

shown

that a cycle of one blast per shift
is feasible both with an armoured
face conveyor and with a relatively
undeveloped reciprocating flight conveyor. Wear rates, although high by
comparison with that of coal conveyors, are not out of proportion
to the required
life expectancy.
The potential rate of face advance
and productivity
of the conveyor,
together with the drilling accuracy
of a conveyor-mounted
rig, could
radically
alter the whole concept
of gold mining. Rates offace advance
of up to 40 m per month on double
shift and productivities
of up to
40 ca per worker per month appear
feasible with advances of 800 mm.
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Human factors in metals plants
A conference
on 'The Human
Factor in Metals Plant Operation
and Design' is to be held in London
on 1st and 2nd December,
1976.
The conference is being organized
jointly by The Metals Society and
Thc Ergonomics Research Society.
The aim of the conference is to
bring to the attention of production
managers, works engineers and technical services managers, systems and
equipment
designers,
and capital
development
project managers, the
importance
of including the con-
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sideration of human factors in the
operation
and design of metalmanufacturing
plant.
Adnncing
technology is creating job demands
that in many respects have the
opposite characteristics
of the attributes likely to be preferred by the
working population of the seventies,
eighties,
and beyond.
This conference win examine these problems
and identify possible remedies, which
could lie in new approaches to plant
operation and design, and the jobs
within these plants.
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The conference
will be international (especially European). Participation
of practitioners
of the
social sciences in both trade-union
and management
spheres is envisaged
alongside
the traditional
audience of technologists
and engineers.
Further details can be obtained
from the Meetings Department,
The
Metals Society, 1 Carlton House
Terrace, London SWIY 5DB.
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